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Abstract. This paper proposed a hierarchical service overlay network framework (HSON) based on the analysis of advantages and disadvantages of the present service composition network framework and the characteristics of service composition applications, and studied service composition mechanism based on HSON. The Petri net is adopted to describe the service composition mechanism, and verify the correctness and completeness. In the end, we used examples to verify the reasonable of using HSON to get service composition.

Introduction

Service composition can depend on user demands to put some discrete, existing fine granular basic services into complex coarse-grained services with new functions, so as to realize the development and customization of the services. This is a mainstream of development direction of the network service in the future, and will be increasingly extensive applied. There still exist some problems in the current service composition technologies, especially the lack of unification of the research about the key technical problems under the appropriate network architecture, which makes the service composition limited in some specific application fields and the smaller range of network. But with the progress of Internet technology and the continuous development of Service Composition application, to provide users with Service composition which are various fields oriented, wan range and based on QoS guarantee is the future trend of service composition development, so this paper proposes a hierarchical service overlay network framework HSON which is service composition oriented. We also described and validated the Service composition mechanism based on HSON.

Hierarchical service overlay network framework HSON

Overlay network caused attention and received extensive development because of some characters of itself, such as high flexibility, scalability, easy to implement and deployment new services. Service overlay network frameworks relevant with services currently mainly include two categories.

First, it is the overlay network framework which builds on the communication subnet. Among this, service overlay network which represented by paper [1] is built overlay network on the communication subnet, and deploys services gateway between different ISP. Logical connection between two Service Gateway is provided by the bottom layer's ISP and it must satisfy the bandwidth request and service qualities, and the service qualities are defined by a bidirectional SLA. Service overlay network bypasses the connection point between ISP in this way to avoid the resultant performance problems and guaranteed the good performance of the end-to-end application which across multiple ISP. There are a lot of researches related to this thought, for example, Paper [2],[3] and [4] studied the problems in the construction process of the overlay network. Paper [5] and [6] studied the topology configuration problems of overlay network. This type of overlay network is mainly to solve the routing problems between different ISP in the service network, but it costs too much in construction. Meanwhile, it can not only deployed on a large
number of services in the cover nodes. Therefore, it is not suitable for constructing the service composition network framework.

Second, it is P2P network framework. Paper [7] constructed a framework of service composition based on P2P network characteristics including no center, self-organizing and high efficient routing and so on. But considering the problems such as security, easy to manage in the process of service composition, service components generally distributed in the high performance controllable node in the network instead of distributed on the end-to-end system. So it will bring security problems and other issues by using P2P system as network framework of service composition.

After we deeply studied the advantages and disadvantages in the current service composition framework, we propose a service composition framework oriented to service composition which called hierarchical overlay network framework (HSON), as is shown in Fig. 1. Our basic idea is: first of all, use the autonomous domain as the basic units. Then, collect a large number of available content servers of the network, and construct domain overlay network by the method of deploying several proxy servers of service composition. Next, chose some super nodes in every domain depending on the needs of service composition in inter-domain, and built the network of inter-domains with the super nodes which called core overlay network as well. Finally, establish service index of inter-domain based on the correlation between the services and other factors. Through these three steps, hierarchical overlay network framework (HSON) was created successfully.

HSON not only has high efficiency of physical network, but also has the flexibility of overlay network, and can deploy a large number of service components according to the correlation between services, so it can provide users with applications of service composition which can be implemented in a WAN range, and many fields of application. An application of Service composition can occur in an autonomous domain, and we call these services as service composition in domain. An application of Service composition can also take place in many autonomous domains, and we call it service composition in inter-domains. According to the mode of service composition, the structure of service composition can be linear and parallel. This paper using HSON as service composition framework, to study the mechanism of service composition based on HSON. The verification of reasonableness of workflow Model has become an important part of the work flow system, and has played an important role in safe and stable operation of the entire system.

Description of service composition mechanism based on HSON

We use the examples of response procedure of user request to describe the service composition mechanism based on HSON. To better describe this, we ignored some treatment about anomalies problems such as the service server suddenly crashes when in a service process. We will introduce the procedure of service composition based on HSON Model followed.

① Users send service requests to local proxy servers of service composition.
② After receiving a request for content, local proxy servers of service composition will find the components which meet the demands of service composition in its own service directory. If all the components are found, local proxy servers of service composition will complete the work of choosing routing way of service composition: First, judge the routing structure of service composition, if it is a linear structure, then execute the algorithm of service routing choosing for linear structure to choose routing; while, if it is a parallel structure, then execute the algorithm of
service routing choosing for parallel structure to choose routing. Finally, send response messages to the user.

If there exists no service component required to the service composition, or has found the demanding service components, but the load capacity of the node where the service components have already reached the limit, then forwarding service composition request to other proxy servers of service composition in domain.

3) Other proxy servers of service composition will find the components for demand of service composition in its own service directory after receiving a request for content. If all the components are found, sending service components address list to local proxy servers of service composition, and local proxy servers of service composition will complete the work of choosing the routing way of service composition. Proxy servers of service composition in domains are responsible for service composition in domains to collaborative complete this work.

If there exists no service component which met the needs to the service composition, then forwarding request of service composition to super nodes in domains.

4) Super nodes in domains will find the components which meet the demands of service composition in its own service directory of inter-domains. If all the components are found in other autonomous domains, then super nodes in domains will complete the work of choosing routing way in inter-domains of service composition. And send service response message to local proxy servers of service composition. Then local proxy servers of service composition send service response message to users. Super nodes in domains are responsible for service composition in inter-domains to collaborate complete this work.

Otherwise, forward request of service composition to super nodes in other domains.

5) Find the components which meet the demands of service composition in the whole HSON. If all the components are found, then every super nodes in autonomous domains will complete the work of choosing routing way in inter-domains of service composition. For service composition in domains which possible exist, we execute the corresponding choosing algorithm of service routing in domains. And send service response message to local proxy servers of service composition. Then local proxy servers of service composition send service response message to users. Super nodes in domains are responsible for service composition in inter-domains to collaborative complete this work.

If there exists no service component which met the needs to the service composition, then send rejected service response message to users.

6) User will get service composition and establish sessions with nodes in routing path of service composition or autonomous domains with the collaborative help of local proxy servers of service composition after they have received service response messages.

Give up this request when users received a rejected response message or waiting timeout after sent request.

Petri nets Verification of the mechanism of service composition based on HSON

According to the description of service composition mechanism based on the HSON in section 3, we can get the Petri net model as shown in Figure 2. Petri Net transition and the library are defined just as the shown in Table 1 and Table 2, each library's capacity is 1, each weight of the directed arc is 1. Since the super node and the details of the behavior of other proxy servers of the service compositions does not affect the whole mechanism about the local client sending a request, routing of service composition and response to users' request. So in order to simplify the Petri net's complexity, we do not describe the details of the behavior of these entities.
Petri net shown in Figure 2 shows the case of the interaction between a local proxy server of service composition with a client. For each client and their local proxy servers of service composition, their working processes are identical and mutually independent, so if the running on a client and its local proxy server of service composition is correct, for the entire system, the agreement is also correct. In fact, in the case of multiple clients, the Petri net's description can be transformed to the petri net the same as figure 2 shows by Petri nets' folding technology, but library P0 and the initial capacity of the number of marks were changed to the number of the total customers' amount. On the contrary, the nature of the entire Petri net does not have any change. There exist conflicts of 8 pairs transitions of the Petri net shown in figure 2. T1 and T2 are triggered depending on the result of services' discovery in local proxy servers' directory. T3 and T4 are triggered depending on the result of services' discovery in domains. T6 and T7 are triggered depending on the result of services' discovery in inter-domains. T11 and T12 are triggered depending on whether the route is faulty during the process of service composition. T13 and T14, T15 and T16 are triggered depending on the structure of the routing path of service composition. T19, T20 and T21 are triggered depending on the structure of the routing path of service composition, as well as whether service composition in inter-domains including the service composition in domains.

Transition diagram of Libraries can directly show the interaction process of entities in service composition mechanism, at the same time, the complex asynchronous interaction of multiple entities may have unpredictable consequences. Therefore, this paper verified the correctness and completeness of service composition mechanism based on HSON m using the analysis method of the Petri net.

We can prove the correctness and completeness of the Petri net system by the method of reachability graph. We build the reachability graph of system based on enumeration method of reachability graph to showing the identities of each network and occurrence of every single transition. If the network system is bounded, then the reachability graph is limited, and we can prove its properties easily. Just as the figure 3 shows, we build the reachability graph of Petri net system as shown in figure 2 using the method of reachability graph. We can prove the correctness and completeness of the Petri net system theoretically with reachability graph.
The states underlined in figure 3 coincide with the initial state and form a loop, for clarity, we do not draw any direct connection with the arc. Customer request-response protocol to run properly for the following situations: It is not difficult to see that all the sequence of transition above shown in the diagram shown in Figure 3, and each of them is located in different basic circles which under the node of initial state, this can indicate that these sequence of transition can be repeated unlimited. We can also find that all possible states from the initial state are reachable and are at different basic circles from the figure 3. Therefore, it can not be a deadlock, and it will not appear endless loop, either. So a variety logic behaviors of systems are correct. All the number of Token in each library are no more than one, and the Petri net is bounded, thus it can ensure the low occupancy rate of system resources. For the case of multiple clients, since the provisions of customers can only accept a service composition at one time in max which means that the number of initial token of he capacity of libraries P0 are limited to 1, as long as the number of customers is limited, due to the heavyweight of each arc is 1, the maximum number of each library token will not exceed the number of customers. So the system is bounded. All sequences of transition will happen according to the above analysis, and the bounded of Petri nets ensures that the consumption of resources is limited, so the system is correct. But we can also be seen from the diagram, the system can return to the initial state no matter what state the system is on, and all its transitions can be triggered in no limited times, so the system will not fall into one of unlimited local circulation, no "hunger" phenomenon will happen, and the deadlock or the live lock will not occur, either. At the same time, we can say that the reachable states of system are reasonable and effective, and the network system is safe, bounded. Therefore, we can prove its completeness. In
summary, all the states of the mechanisms of service composition are reachable, no deadlocks and live locks, and the mechanism of service composition is correct and completed.

Conclusion

We proposed an service-oriented hierarchical service overlay Network (HSON) and studied the service composition mechanism based on HSON according to the advantages in supporting new network applications and the characteristics of service composition applications. And we described the service composition mechanism based on HSON and verified its correctness. We will further studied the problems about the service discovery and service routing algorithm which based on HSON in the future.
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